
SMILERS CATALOGUE NEWS – Q1 2008  
 New Beijing Olympic Themed Smilers Sheet from Rushstamps   

Rushstamps have provided details of a new overprinted, limited-edition (48) 
themed Smilers Sheet with an Olympic theme. Using stock produced before 
Royal Mail imposed a ban on the reproduction of British Stamps on Smilers 
labels (c. February 2007), Rushstamps continue to provide great sheets with a 
philatelic appeal.  We understand that the overprinting is done for Rushstamps by 
the same person and using the same equipment responsible for many of the Art 
and Music themed sheets that have appeared on eBay over the past year or so 
and on sale through the GB Stamp Centre.  The sheets from this source are 
lovingly produced by a true artist who continues to produce sheets of the highest 
quality. (31/03)   

 

Update: An eagle-eyed collector contacted me and pointed out that Rushstamps 
must have found a way around Royal Mail's ban on the use of British Postage 
stamp images on Smilers labels as the above sheet was not issued until 23rd 
April, a full two months at least after the introduction of the ban by Royal Mail. 
Interesting... (03/04) 

 New Business Customised Sheets from Westminster, Bradbury and 
Bletchley Park   

More details of three new Business Customised Stamp sheets have been 
announced recently. 

Bletchley Park has released an image of their previously announced Chitty 
Chitty Bang Bang smilers sheet but instead of a themed sheet they are planning 
a business customised format.  From the image released we expect this to be a 
water-activated gummed sheet (similar in format to the STAMPEX sheets) which 
will make a pleasant break from the self adhesive formats we have come to 
expect. However these are more prone to handling and transit damage so check 



the condition of your sheet before storing it away! We think this souvenir sheet 
will be much sought after by visitors to Bletchley Park this summer. 

 

Adrian Bradbury has come up with a great new sheet to help celebrate the 50th 
anniversary of the Carry On Films and these are truly worthy of the name Smilers! 
In some ways it is, perhaps, a shame that the Carry On crew never got round to 
making a "Carry On Smiling" film. However, we came across this link and we 
encourage Adrian to provide one of these stickers with every Carry On sheet 
produced! 

http://www.zazzle.com/carry_on_smiling_sticker-217594195274533641 

 



Finally, the Westminster Collection have advised of another 90th 
Anniversary RAF sheet, this time Honouring The Few, a reference to the 
brave RAF fighters immortalised in a speech by Winston Churchill following 
the Battle of Britain in which the RAF and in particular the spitfire squadrons 
played such a crucial role. Due for issue in the next couple of months (exact 
date unknown at the time of writing),  but perhaps a tad too similar to the 
History of the RAF sheet. Let's hope this sheet is not overlooked. (31/03) 

   

 Gloryious England sheet! And the winners are ....  

Last month we invited you to contribute your ideas for a new Glorious England 
error sheet - a celebration of all that is English from a dyslexic's point of view! We 
had some great ideas submitted and we can now announce that the winners who 
will receive a free Gloryious England Smilers Sheet are..... 

o Keith Wraight, and  
o Peter Williams 

We have produced a total of 20 sheets of these fun customised smilers sheets, 
produced by painstakingly swapping the labels from one sheet to the next, and 
the result is a worthy match of any of Royal Mail's products from 2007 (their 
annus horribilis for spelling mistakes perhaps).  Here is the final sheet - click on 
the image below for a larger view. 



  

I have 15 of these Gloryious England smilers sheets for sale at £25 each plus £2 
p+p on a first come, first served basis. They will not be listed under the themed 
sheets but I have numbered mine GS-040c, after the error sheet (GS-040a) and 
the "Curious Mistake" sheet produced by Carl (GS-040b).  The first 15 people to 
e-mail me will receive a sheet, payment details sent on return.  These will not be 
re-printed and will only be available for a short time. Keep smiling - it makes 
people wonder what you're up to!!! (21/03) 

 Alfreton Philatelic Society Themed Smilers sheets  

In June 2007 the Alfreton Philatelic Society produced a themed smilers stamp 
sheet to coincide with the Alfreton Philatelic Society AGM and a celebration of the 
21st Anniversary of Mr R F Stammers Presidency of the Philatelic Society.  As of 
December 2007 only 3 sheets had been released to the public (excluding Alfreton 
Society Members). A total of 10 sheets are thought to exist with c. 4-5 sheets 
held by Mr. Summers. As such this sheet was not catalogued in our listing of 
themed sheets as less than 10 copies were made available to the public.  

 

Earlier this month (16th March) Alfreton Philatelic Society made available a 
limited edition of 20 themed smilers sheets to promote Alfreton Philatelic 
Society's 35th Annual Stamp Fair to be held on Sunday 6th April 2008 at The 
Genesis Centre, King Street, Alfreton, Derbyshire. DE55 7 DQ.  We enquired 
whether there were plans to increase the number of sheets and we have been 



told that this is a possibility to help raise funds for the club. In an effort to avoid 
renumbering we have taken the unusual step of including this themed smilers 
sheet (Ref: TS-275) in our listing as we believe that eventually at least 25 copies 
of the sheet will be produced. (18/03) 

 

 Wintons Fishery Business Customised Smilers sheet  

Ridgewood Publications are proud to have been associated with the design and 
production of a new business customised stamp sheet. Featuring one of 
England's premier Carp and Catfish fisheries, Wintons Fishery has 
commissioned a business customised stamp sheet featuring some wonderful 
views of their facilities in West Susses as well as club members landing their 
catch. With a limited printing of only 100 stamp sheets with many designated for 
club members these sheets are going to be in short supply when they are issued 
hopefully later this month. Good luck with your catch! (16/03).  

 

Post note: We have had a number of enquiries regarding the availability of this 
sheet. It is our understanding that this sheet will be sold exclusively by Wintons 
Fishery and as such it will not be available publically from us. The planned issue 



date is 27th March 2007 and we hope to be able to provide further details of how 
you can purchase these sheets at that time. (18/03)   

 Territorial Army Commemorative Sheet (Update)  

Further to the original piece on this sheet (see below dated 17/01) Royal Mail 
have now released an updated image of their first commemorative stamp sheet 
which is due to appear on 1st April 2008. The tanks have now been replaced by 
helicopters, far more fitting for the TA. As featured on our home page, these 
commemorative stamp sheets are a new development by Royal Mail and as such 
we have decided to give them their own section of the catalogue. 
Commemorative Stamp Sheets will be given the prefix "CSS" in a future edition 
of the Smilers Catalogue. (16/03).  

 

 Isle of Man Ocean Liners "Smilers"  

The Isle of Man Post Office stand at the recent STAMPEX event in London was 
selling three Isle of Man "Smiler" sheets featuring three Cunard Ocean Liners. As 
these were originally issued on the 13th January 2008, they piped Adrian 
Bradbury's RAF sheet for the title of the Isle of Man's first Customised Stamp 
Sheets. We have listed them under the new Isle of Man listing which we plan to 
incorporate in a  future edition of the catalogue. The sheets are available from the 
Isle of Man Post Office website and are available in both mint or cancelled-to-
order format priced £10 each. (05/03). 



       

 Glorious Northern Ireland Smilers sheet unveiled  

The final design for the Glorious Northern Rock, sorry Northern Ireland Smilers 
sheet has been released by Royal Mail ahead of its issue on the 11th March 
2008. Thankfully expunged is the worrying watermark of the background image. 
The final design incorporates three new images which now include Co. 
Fermanagh and Co. Tyrone. Alas, we have said goodbye to the windmill. 
Perhaps that is being saved for a Glorious Holland sheet next year. 

Of added interest is the absence of a Northern Ireland flag in the background - 
odd when one recalls the three preceding sheets (Wales, England and Scotland) 
all feature their respective national flags as the background image.  As I am old 
enough to remember the existence of a Northern Ireland flag I thought this odd, 
but I am reliably informed that this has not been in use since the troubles of the 
early 70's (ref: Wikipedia). (27/02) 

 

Previous image with background copyright owners "watermark" 



 

Final design showing re-arranged labels - the windmill has disappeared! 

 Olympic Legacies Cover from Bletchley Park Post Office  

Further to the announcement of a number of new Smilers sheets to be issued by 
Bletchley Park Post Office we are advised of a special event cover to be released 
in March 2008 featuring the stamp/label combination from their planned Olympic 
Legacies issue. BPPO have provided an update on this Smilers issue which we 
reproduce below:  

"The label shows a modified statue of Baron Pierre de Coubertin, whose 
ideological stamp the Olympics still bear. This statue at the Beijing Sports 
University celebrates the work of De Coubertin in creating the biggest 
celebration of humanity of all time.  On 23 June, 1894 Coubertin founded the 
International Olympic Committee in a ceremony held at the University of 
Sorbonne in Paris. His definition of Olympism had four principles that were far 
from a simple sports competition:  

To be a religion i.e. to "adhere to an ideal of a higher life, to strive for perfection"; 
to represent an elite "whose origins are completely egalitarian" and at the same 
time "chivalry" with its moral qualities; to create a truce "a four-yearly festival of 
the springtime of mankind"; and to glorify beauty by the "involvement of the 
philosophic arts in the Games". 
 
One of the most written about men, his legacy lives on and will be discussed and 
debated at this conference in Oxford, the first Olympic conference in the history 
of this university." (27/02) 

 



 New Sheets due from Bletchley Park Post Office 

With the Spring STAMPEX just round the corner, Bletchley Park Post Office have 
advised us of a number of projects in the pipeline which bring a welcome summer 
feel to the Smilers landscape. BPPO have produced a Flyer in Adobe Acrobat 
format which you can download here. It provides information and ordering 
information for five new Smilers sheets including at least one (maybe two) 
Business customised smilers sheets due in June.  

They are: 

o Olympic Legacies - Themed sheet (c. 50) due 29th March 2008  
o Glamorgan County Cricket Club - Themed Sheet (c. 200) due 9th May 2008 
o Marylebone Cricket Club - Themed sheet (c. 200) due 15th May 2008 (format 

may be Business Customised) 
o Chitty Chitty Bang Bang - Themed Sheet (c. 200) due 26th May 2008 
o Vulcan on display - Business Customised Sheet (c. 1000) due 1st June 2008 

The artwork for some of the above sheets is at best "preliminary". As we get 
updates we will keep you posted. (22/02)   

 New Elizabeth I sheet  

Spotted by an eagle eyed Smilers collector at Benham is a delightful self-
adhesive smilers sheet celebrating the 450th Anniversary of Queen Elizabeth I 
accession to the throne. Apparently produced by Westminster Collection, 
Benham have a small number for sale at £24.95 (Product Code BCS0059). We 
expect this to be offered by Westminster thorough their website at their usual 
£19.95, but don't quote us! (22/02) 

 



 Butterfly "Smilers" from Bradbury  

Adrian Bradbury's latest Business Customised stamp sheet features British 
Butterflies, presumably timed to coincide with Royal Mail's Endangered Insects 
set due out mid-April, and is available to purchase from "Brad", priced £30. Given 
its thematic appeal, interest in this sheet is expected to be high and this may 
account for the proposed print run of 1500. We understand it is featured in the 
Royal Mail Preview publication which should help spread its appeal to an even 
wider market.  As yet no announcement of special "smilers-covers" but watch this 
space...  

 

Also spotted is an updated design of the new Titanic Sheet also due out mid-
April which now indicates a printing of 600 sheets rather than the 500 originally 
proposed by an earlier design. (19/02) 

     



 New Commemorative "Smilers" Products from Royal Mail (Update) 

Further to the article dated 17th January (see below) in which we provided news 
on the planned commemorative Smilers sheets from Royal Mail, this has now 
been announced in the philatelic press and this new product looks set to be a 
regular feature in Royal Mail's collectibles portfolio. I understand 10,000 sheets of 
each design are to be be printed which should ensure a plentiful supply. If true, 
these will be the largest print-run of any business customised format sheet which 
may result in many not being sold and Royal Mail abandoning future projects or 
alternately these may ensure a wider appeal for this branch of Royal Mail 
collectibles and create an increased demand for some of the earlier Business and 
Generic sheets.  

Here is the promised image of the 1908 London Olympics Centenary sheet due 
for issue on 23 June 2008. 

 

Since these Royal Mail commemorative sheets are in all respects similar to 
the Business Customised Sheet formats we propose to list these under the 
existing Business Customised section, but re-naming this section  
Business/Commemorative (BC) Stamp Sheets. Neat enough! (17/02) 

 England Error sheet - update 

A couple of readers have contributed some great ideas. Here are a few more 
suggestions to brighten up your weekend. Only a few weeks left to make your 
mark so let's have your three best suggestions in an e-mail. (10/2) 



       

       

 A New England Error sheet? - a Smilers-Info competition!  

Inspired by the England error sheets that appeared last year we, at smilers-info, 
are considering printing our own special New England error sheet (no not a US 
version!) but a spoof sheet to celebrate the withdrawal of the England customised 
version. We invite folks to submit their ideas for interesting labels and 
spelling mistakes. 

If we get a good response (and Royal Mail allow us to print the sheets!) we will be 
giving away three sheets to the top three ideas for labels (as judged by us!). Here 
are three that we have knocked up to get the interest moving - you get the idea!  

     

Please send us your suggestions (see Contacts) by the end of February so 
that we can get the sheet ready for April the 1st!!  We will need a total of 10 label 
designs and this sheet will only happen if you make it so! 

 Follow-up - Bletchley Park Valentines Smilers  

A new image has appeared at Bletchley Park Post Office confirming the design 
for the planned BPPO Valentines Smilers sheet. It seems our suggestion has 
meet with a thumbs up from the (nice) guys over at Bletchley Park, and we are 
delighted to see the new circular customised smilers being used for such an 
appropriate occasion. 

On the subject of circular smilers, in the latest Royal Mail Customised Stamps 
ordering guide there are details of the full range of stamps available for Business 
Customised stamp sheets and these now include new formats for  circular 
Smilers in both 10/portrait and 20/landscape formats. Since it is theoretically 



possible to use any definitive sized smiler stamp in connection with the 
reproduction of these new Business customised sheets it should pave the way for 
many more combinations of smilers and circular labels than have been available 
to date. Any bets on who will be the first to experiment? Any suggestions? 
(02/02) 

 Follow-up - Rushstamps Themed Smilers   

Rushstamps have confirmed that their fourth edge-to-edge Smilers sheet of 2008 
will feature Bobby Fischer, US  Chess champion who died recently. This and the 
Edmund Hillary sheet are in production as I write. (01/02)  

 New Bletchley Park Themed  Smilers Announced for Valentine's Day 

Just spotted on the Bletchley Park Post Office web-site by an eagle-eyed 
contributor (thanks to Robert) was news of a brand new Smilers Sheet currently 
on sale (£40) and to be released on c. 10th February. With the news was the 
artwork for the proposed label design. We have knocked up the following "artists 
impression" based on the artwork provided for the benefit of our readers, Please 
note the issue will be limited to 25 sheets and so may sell out quickly - buy early 
to avoid disappointment! See http://www.bletchleycovers.co.uk/ for full details 
under cover gallery/smilers. 

 

On reflection, we can't help thinking that perhaps BPPO may have missed an 
opportunity in not adopting the new, rather attractive, Roses customised sheet for 
their proposed Valentines sheet. The circular labels would have suited the 
subject matter very well in our view. We shall just have to be patient and await 
the actual issue to see what the finalised design looks like. (30/01) 

 Titanic Heritage Trust  

In 2007 the Titanic Heritage Trust (in association with AG Bradbury) issued a 
Business Customised Smilers sheet to commemorate the 95th Anniversary of the 



sinking of the Titanic. It was so successful (and very nearly didn't happen for one 
reason and another) that the Titanic Heritage Trust have decided to issue a new 
Stamp Sheet each year from now until 2012, the centenary of the sinking of the 
famous White Star liner. This year the sheet will commemorate the 96th 
Anniversary of the sinking of the great ship and a Smilers sheet is to be issued on 
15th April 2008 commemorating that event. It will be accompanied by a number 
special souvenir covers designed by AG Bradbury. Both sheet and cover are 
available now for pre-order from the Titanic Heritage Trust website 
www.titanicheritagetrust.org.uk (24/01). 

 

 Alfreton Philatelic Society  

In the run up to Christmas we noted the somewhat belated appearance on eBay 
of a themed Smilers sheet issued by Alfreton Philatelic Society last summer but 
we didn't have much in the way of detail. We have now tracked down a scan of 
the sheet (order Number 1550825) and received confirmation that these sheets 
were formally issued in July 2007 to coincide with the Alfreton Philatelic Society 
AGM, at which Mr. R F Stammers celebrated 21 years as President of the 
society.  



     

Apparently twenty sheets were produced and all but three were either given or 
sold to society members. It is understood that the three in public ownership 
have all been sold via eBay auctions. We further understand that there is a 
possibility that one or two more examples may find there way onto eBay in the 
future but don't hold me to that. However, we have decided that due to its 
somewhat limited availability to the public, we will not be listing this sheet. 
(23/01) 

 Two more new themed sheets from Rushstamps  

Rushstamps have advised of two new themed sheets to be released this week. 
The first celebrates the Life of Edmond Hilary and is set against a backdrop of 
his native home. The second sheet has yet to be formally unveiled but is, we 
understand, well worth waiting for so keep your eyes peeled! (23/01) 

     

 Exciting New "Smilers" Products from Royal Mail  

Initially announced last September in Royal Mail's "Key Account" news, details 
are emerging of two new Business Customised Stamp sheets to be issued by .... 
ROYAL MAIL! 

In what looks like a move into the the growing collectables market that is the 
Business Customised Stamp Sheet, Royal Mail announced last September the 
development of a new Royal Mail product the first of which are two 
Commemorative (stamp) Sheets that will be issued to mark anniversaries that 
never made the 2008 stamp programme.  



The Stamp Sheets will be Business Customised format sheets of 10 
stamps/labels issued as a limited edition in portrait format. The first sheet to be 
issued on the 1st April 2008 will commemorate the 100th Anniversary of the 
Territorial Army. The second sheet will celebrate the 1908 London Olympics 
Centenary (which is not final and therefore subject to change). The design for 
the 1908 Olympics sheet is still embargoed by Royal Mail. Both sheets will be 
priced at £13.50 each. 

 

It would appear that further sheets in this product line are either planned or 
promised by Royal Mail although as yet unannounced. Since these sheets follow 
the Business Customised format they will be included under the Business 
Customised listing. 

The smilers cover market appear to be up to speed and ready to support these 
sheets as the following cover design appeared at AG Bradbury site within the 
last couple of days with an availability date set for 1st April. This very evening 
the image was updated. 2 + 2 sometimes does equal 4!! (17/01)  

    

 



 Production Problems with Customised Circular Smilers (Update)  

Further to the item dated 15/01 (see below) we have now had it confirmed that 
there is no problem with the production of customised circular smilers and orders 
my snail-mail or e-mail are being processed on a first in first out basis. There are, 
we understand, problems with the on-line web-ordering software but this is being 
worked on. (17/10) 

 Interesting Perforations and an Enigma for Smilers collectors?  

The new Circular Smilers sheet from Royal Mail is proving to be something of an 
enigma for Smilers collectors.  

Royal Mail have taken their three, best-selling smilers stamp designs and 
combined them in a new offering using circular photo-tabs, believed to be a world 
first. In addition all three stamps feature elliptically die-stamped perforations, 
another first for Royal Mail Smilers sheets we believe. It is also the first use of the 
"Hello" and "Union Flag" stamps with elliptical perfs. printed in litho.  Can we 
expect more versions of this sheet using the other nine definitive sized smilers 
stamp designs?   

This sheet is also the first generic sheet to be made available as either a half 
sheet or whole sheet and as a consequence both left and right hand halves are 
identical.  Perhaps the oddest development is the inclusion of the two white 
boxes one in each half, traditionally the place where Royal Mail printed the 
customers customised sheet order reference number. But as this is the generic 
sheet there is no order reference and we can see no convincing reason for 
including these other than perhaps to write a very small message - I wrote to say 
.... Hi! 

 



If that were not enough innovation from Royal Mail, each photo-tab is adjoined to 
the stamp at three locations where the die-stamp is absent, presumably to stop 
the label from separating from the stamp when removed from the sheet. If that is 
the reason, why perforate this interface in the first place? The current Australia 
Post self-adhesive P-Stamps (Smilers) have no perforation between stamp and 
photo-tab and it does beg the question why bother if it causes problems!! That 
said, we think Royal Mail are to be congratulated in stimulating interest in their 
product which we are sure will be a hit with the public. (15/01) 

 Production Problems with Customised Circular Smilers?  

We had ordered customised versions of the new Circular Smilers sheets (3 
different designs - see home page), over a week ago by e-mail. Yesterday we 
were advised that there was a "production problem" and that all orders for 
customised circular smilers had been "put on hold".  Whilst we had heard 
rumours of a web technology upgrade problem affecting the on-line ordering 
facility we were hitherto unaware that this would also affect smilers ordered by 
post or e-mail. We have sought further clarification from Royal Mail and as-and-
when we hear we will keep you posted. For now, however, don't expect your 
customised circular smilers in the next post!  It goes without saying that if you do 
receive them please let us know. (15/01) 

 Two new Themed sheets from Rushstamps  

Rushstamps have just released two new themed Smilers sheets for 2008. The 
first celebrates the 85th Anniversary of the Death of Sir Ernest Shackleton 
and depicts the arctic vessel "The Nimrod". The second sheet is another in their 
Gandhi series and commemorates the Salt Mash Walks of the 1930's. (10/01) 

 

 



 Three New Business Customised Sheets from Westminster and One from 
Buckingham   

The Westminster Collection have released details of three new Business 
Customised Stamp Sheets all with a military connection. Two sheets celebrate 
the 90th Anniversary of the RAF and are available immediately from 
Westminster Collection. The third is similar to a previously issued Westminster 
Business Customised sheet (BC-117) British Army Uniforms but now with 10 
stamps/labels in an A4 portrait format. It is due for release on the 18th February 
2008. 

 

   

Buckingham Covers have also announced the issue of a new Business 
Customised sheet also celebrating the 90th anniversary of the RAF and due in 
April 2008. Whilst this is featured in their Cover Lover publication no further 
details are available currently at their website. (10/01) 



 Isle of Pabay Smilers Sheet   

We have been advised of a recent issue from the Isle of Pabay. The folks from 
Isle of Pabay have been issuing customised Smilers sheets since the first issue 
in 2000. Their latest offering (30 numbered and signed sheets) was issued on the 
30th November 2007 to coincide with the Glorious Scotland issue. As a 
consequence, we have had to renumber sheets previously allocated TS-252 to 
TS-263 to accommodate this issue. We hope you understand. Also available are 
customised Smilers covers, of which 50 covers were produced, featuring the new 
Isle of Pabay Otter stamp and customised Isle of Pabay Post Box Smilers 
stamp/label. We understand that very few of these covers remain unsold. (03/01) 

 

 

 New Smilers Booklet announced by Royal Mail    

An updated smilers booklet with revised advert details and smilers label image 
will be issued on 28th February 2008 during the Spring STAMPEX event. (02/01) 

 

Keep Smiling!    


